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ABSTRACT: Advanced deposition routes are vital for the growth
of functional metal−organic thin films. The gas-phase atomic/
molecular layer deposition (ALD/MLD) technique provides
solvent-free and uniform nanoscale thin films with unprecedented
thickness control and allows straightforward device integration.
Most excitingly, the ALD/MLD technique can enable the in situ
growth of novel crystalline metal−organic materials. An exquisite
example is iron-terephthalate (Fe-BDC), which is one of the most
appealing metal−organic framework (MOF) type materials and
thus widely studied in bulk form owing to its attractive potential in
photocatalysis, biomedicine, and beyond. Resolving the chemistry
and structural features of new thin film materials requires an
extended selection of characterization and modeling techniques.
Here we demonstrate how the unique features of the ALD/MLD grown in situ crystalline Fe-BDC thin films, different from the bulk
Fe-BDC MOFs, can be resolved through techniques such as synchrotron grazing-incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD), Mössbauer
spectroscopy, and resonant inelastic X-ray scattering (RIXS) and crystal structure predictions. The investigations of the Fe-BDC thin
films, containing both trivalent and divalent iron, converge toward a novel crystalline Fe(III)-BDC monoclinic phase with space
group C2/c and an amorphous Fe(II)-BDC phase. Finally, we demonstrate the excellent thermal stability of our Fe-BDC thin films.

1. INTRODUCTION
Pushing the boundaries of materials may convey solutions to
the compelling global challenges including clean water supply,
sustainable energy production, and the use of sustainable
materials resources. To enrich the new material/new property
platform, one of the leading strategies is to combine inorganic
and organic components into a single (multi)functional
material;1 a prime example is the rapidly expanding family of
so-called metal−organic framework (MOF) materials with
their diverse functional properties.2,3 So far these exciting
hybrid materials have been mainly synthesized in powder form,
but lately, increasing efforts have focused on producing these
materials in thin-film form, to expedite the journey from the
fundamental material research to industry-feasible production
and integration into the targeted device configuration.4 The
leap from the bulk to thin films imposes both challenges and
opportunities: New robust deposition techniques are a
necessity to surpass the common bottleneck of available
advanced thin-film fabrication routes. On the other hand, the
thin films may possess completely new compositional/
structural features and thus new functional properties as well.
Unveiling those novel features can be highly demanding, and

hence an extended toolbox of characterization and modeling
techniques must be established.
In recent years, the atomic/molecular layer deposition

(ALD/MLD) technique, based on gaseous/vaporized pre-
cursors, has strongly emerged as an attractive alternative for the
conventional solution-based fabrication techniques (adopted
from corresponding bulk-material synthesis methods) for
various inorganic−organic hybrid materials in thin-film
form.5,6 This technique is similar in fundamentals to the
ALD (atomic layer deposition) technique�the fastest growing
thin-film technology in the microelectronics industry and
beyond for several decades already. The difference between the
two techniques is that while in ALD purely inorganic thin films
are grown from inorganic precursors (e.g., FeCl3 + H2O for
Fe2O3 thin films), in ALD/MLD the second precursor (co-
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reactant) is replaced with an organic precursor (e.g., FeCl3 +
HOOC−C6H4−COOH for Fe-terephthalate thin films).
Another way to describe the ALD/MLD technique is to
consider it as a hybrid between ALD and its less-exploited
MLD (molecular layer deposition) counterpart for purely
organic thin films grown from two different organic precursors.
Common to all three of these techniques, ALD, ALD/MLD,

and MLD, is that they can produce high-quality, pinhole-free,
large-area homogeneous, and conformal thin films and coatings
even on challenging substrates with atomic/molecular level
precision but yet in an industry-feasible fashion.5,7,8 These
attractive attributes are derived from the self-terminating gas-
surface reactions and the unique precursor feeding sequence in
which the two (or more) different precursors are individually
pulsed into the reactor chamber separated by an inert gas
purge. Numerous ALD/MLD processes have been developed
for, e.g., magnetic,9−11 optical,12−15 thermoelectric,16,17 bio-
active,18,19 electrochemical,20−25 and barrier/encapsula-
tion26−28 applications. Chemistry-wise, these materials cover
most of the s-block and 3d transition metals, lanthanides, and
some p-block and 4d and 5d transition metals, together with a
variety of organic moieties from simple alkyls (e.g., ethylene
glycol) to more complex aromatic molecules (e.g., azobenzene-
4,4-dicarboxylic acid or 9,10-anthracenedicarboxylic acid),29,30

and even natural organics (e.g., nucleobases or curcumin).18,31

An exciting milestone in ALD/MLD research was the
demonstration that the technique enables�besides new
attractive amorphous metal−organic materials�the deposition
of in situ crystalline thin films of various metal−organics: the
first report is for porous Cu-BDC (BDC = 1,4-benzenedi-
carboxylate; terephthalate) MOF-2 thin films grown from
Cu(thd)2 (thd = 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-heptanedione) and
H2BDC (1,4-benzenedicarboxylic acid; terephthalic acid)
precursors.32−34 Later many reports on in situ crystalline
ALD/MLD materials have followed, mainly for alkaline35 and
alkaline earth36 metals but for transition metals37,38 as well.
Even more impressive is the fact that the gas-phase synthesis
allows us to stabilize entirely new compounds and crystal
structures not known before.29,39,40 The first ALD/MLD
example was lithium-quinone,41 which was later shown to be a
promising cathode material for an all-ALD/MLD-made Li-
organic microbattery.20 A more recent prominent example is
the iron-terephthalate (Fe-BDC) thin films grown from simple
precursors (FeCl3 and H2BDC) at relatively low deposition
temperatures (240−300 °C) without any specific requirements
for the substrate material.42

Owing to its simple and critical-element-free composition
and diverse property palette, the Fe-BDC system has indeed
been considered an attractive functional material for many
next-generation applications. Several different forms of Fe-
BDC have been synthesized and thoroughly investigated in
bulk form: Figure 1 shows yearly publications (Web of
Science) related to Fe-BDC and its derivatives. In the last 15
years, nearly 1000 papers have been published about this
material, most of the studies involving solvothermally
synthesized bulk Fe-BDC samples. For these samples, several
crystal phases have been identified, including MIL-53(Fe),
MIL-235(Fe), MIL-101(Fe), and MIL-88B(Fe). Which
structure is formed depends on the synthesis conditions and
the exact chemical composition of the product. Essentially all
of the Fe-MIL structures contain solvent molecules (e.g., N,N-
dimethylformamide; DMF) or other guest moieties (e.g., OH−

or Cl−) as an integral part of the structure.43

A great deal of the Fe-BDC publications concern photo-
catalytic properties relevant to waste treatment processes (e.g.,
oxidation of organic dyes, reduction of poisonous metals)44−46

and colorimetric biosensing properties, which are pivotal for a
range of applications especially in the medical industry
(detection of cancer cells, drug molecules, etc.).47−50 More-
over, the excellent adsorption and desorption capabilities of
Fe-BDC MOFs, induced by the specific ordered and porous
structures, are attractive for, e.g., drug delivery, gas separation,
and lithium-ion battery solutions.51−54 In practice, many of the
applications would require Fe-BDC thin films, which have so
far been challenged only through solution-based thin-film
fabrication techniques,51,52,55−59 incompatible with industry
standards. A more appealing method would be to grow the thin
films directly on a substrate from gaseous precursors using the
ALD/MLD technique.42,60

The ALD/MLD process for the Fe-BDC thin films is
schematically illustrated in Figure 2. Since the process does not
involve any solvents and all the gas-phase byproducts (such as
HCl) are removed from the reaction chamber during the
purging steps, chemical compositions/bonding schemes and
crystal structures different from the widely studied solution-
synthesized iron-terephthalates can be anticipated. Thorough
investigation of these features, however, is not straightforward
or possible via conventional methods due to the extremely
small material amounts and the need of a supporting structure.
Here we will demonstrate�using an extensive combination

of advanced thin-film characterization techniques and
computational modeling (Figure 2)�that the ALD/MLD
grown Fe-BDC thin films indeed exhibit novel chemical and
structural features. Interestingly, the films are found to contain
both tri- and divalent iron; for the Fe(III)-BDC phase a novel
monoclinic crystal structure (space group C2/c) is discovered,
while the Fe(II)-BDC phase seems to exist in the films in an
amorphous form. These findings underline the possibility to
use gas-phase synthesis to create hybrid materials that are
fundamentally different from the related solution-synthesis
products and provide a successful recipe for discovering the
composition and structure for such new metal−organic thin-
film materials with no bulk counterpart.

Figure 1. Yearly publications for iron-terephthalate MOFs. The data
were extracted from Web of Science on November 21, 2023. The
following search words were used: iron-terephthalate, Fe-BDC, MIL-
53(Fe), MIL-235(Fe), MIL-101(Fe), MIL-88B(Fe).
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2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Thin Film Depositions. The Fe-BDC thin films were

deposited using a flow-type hot-wall ALD reactor (F-120 by ASM
Microchemistry Ltd.) as previously reported,42 by pulsing FeCl3
(Merck, 95%; 155 °C) and H2BDC (Tokyo Chemical Industry
CO., Ltd., >99.0%; 185 °C) precursors according to the following
sequence: 4 s (FeCl3)/8 s (purge)/20 s (H2BDC)/40 s (purge). In
this work, the investigated deposition temperature range was 210−
300 °C. The depositions were carried out on 3 × 3 cm2 Si(100)
wafers (without removing the native oxide layer) or Kapton
(polyimide) substrates. The reactor pressure was kept around 5
mbar, while N2 gas flow (300 SCCM) was used for both pulsing and
purging.

2.2. Sample Characterization. Fourier transform infrared
(FTIR; Bruker alpha II) and Raman (Renishaw inVia Confocal
Raman Microscope) spectroscopy measurements were performed at
room-temperature (ambient conditions) in transmittance mode
(400−4000 cm−1) and reflectance mode (100−3400 cm−1),
respectively, to study the composition and bonding of the films.
The Si substrate contribution was subtracted from the FTIR data. For
thermal stability measurements, in situ FTIR measurements were
performed by employing a diffuse reflection method (JASCO FT/IR-
4700) using a DLATGS detector (with Peltier temperature control)
and in situ measurement chamber (JASCO DR-650Ai) at gradually
elevated temperatures either using N2 flow or sealing the sample
compartment with air inside. The initial reference spectrum was
recorded at 40 °C, and the following spectra were recorded for the
same sample after each consequent heat-treatment step at 100 °C
intervals in the 100−600 °C range. Finally, after cooling down the
sample, the last spectrum was recorded at 40 °C. In these
experiments, the heating rate was 20 °C/min, and the sample was
kept at each temperature for 20 min during which the FTIR spectrum
was recorded three times (at 0, 10, and 20 min). Additional thermal
stability measurements were performed by heating the thin film
samples in a regular open furnace and then measuring FTIR spectra
(Bruker alpha II) and film thickness.
Film morphology was investigated with both scanning electron

microscopy (SEM; Tescan Mira 3; 20.0 kV acceleration voltage) and
atomic force microscopy (AFM; Bruker MultiMode 8 AFM;
NanoScope Analysis 3.00 software), carried out on 2 × 2 μm2 area
in ScanAsyst mode with auto adjustment of key parameters (e.g.,
feedback gain), scan rate of 1 Hz, and scan resolution of 512 × 512
pixels. X-ray reflectivity (XRR; X’Pert MPD PRO Alfa 1 PANalytical)
was measured using a sealed proportional detector (PW3011/20) and
a fixed divergence slit (1/32°). A Cu attenuator was used in the initial
steps of the measurements to protect the detector from excess X-ray
exposure and manually removed after sufficient intensity drop for
improved data quality at higher incident angles. The XRR data were

fitted using X’Pert Reflectivity software (PANalytical) to obtain the
film thickness and estimate the film density and roughness. The same
equipment was used for in-house GIXRD (Cu Kα1 radiation)
measurements in the 2θ range of 5−60° and with a fixed incidence
angle of 0.65°. A fixed divergence slit (1/2°) was used together with a
10 mm beam mask.
Synchrotron GIXRD measurements were performed at the I07

beamline of Diamond Light Source (λ = 0.99 Å; Didcot, United
Kingdom) using a stationary Pilatus 2M detector. Thin film samples
were placed on holders mounted on a multiaxis diffractometer at a
sample-to-detector distance of 388 mm (calibrated with a LaB6
reference sample). Pixel images were acquired at an incidence angle
of 0.25° and then processed into diffractograms using the GIDVis
software package.61
57Fe Mössbauer measurements (300 K) were performed in

transmission geometry using a two-year-old 50 mCi Co-57(Rh)
source from Rietverc Co. A linear Doppler velocity with a maximum
velocity of 4.0 mm/s was used. The absorbers (samples) were made
by cutting the films deposited on Kapton tape in circular pieces with a
diameter of 18 mm and stapling them on top of each other to get a
stack of 60−80 layers (total Fe-BDC film thickness appr. 18−24 μm).
The spectra were fitted using a homemade nonlinear least-squares fit
program, with the full Hamiltonian of mixed electric and magnetic
interaction. Fit parameters were the quadrupole-coupling constant
(eQVzz), isomer shift (δ), component intensities (I), and experimental
line-width (Γ) constrained equal for all components.
Resonant inelastic X-ray scattering measurements were carried out

at beamline ID26 of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility
(ESRF) in Grenoble, France. Information was collected at the Fe 1s2p
RIXS planes. The first harmonic of the undulator source was used,
and the incident energy was selected and monochromatized by a pair
of Si(311) crystals. The emission energy was scanned using a point-
to-point Johann spectrometer; five spherically bent analyzer crystals
with Ge(440) reflections were used to select the emission energy,
together with an avalanche photodiode detector.62 The RIXS planes
were recorded by stepping through the emission energy range and
scanning the incident energy at each step. Slight beam damage was
found with exposure times longer than 30 s. To avoid the damage, the
scan time was set to 20 s, the sample was moved between each scan,
and a concentration correction scan was done after recording the
RIXS plane.
The Fe 1s2p RIXS planes were simulated using the crystal field

multiplet code Quanty63 together with the Crispy64 user interface.
Calculations were done for different Fe oxidation states and local
point-group symmetries. Atomic Hamiltonian scaling factors, crystal
field energies/parameters, and peak broadening parameters were
adjusted to best fit the experimental data. In the RIXS planes, the data
are plotted as a two-dimensional graph, with incident energy (IE) on

Figure 2. ALD/MLD process for Fe-BDC: gaseous FeCl3 and H2BDC precursors are pulsed into the reaction chamber one at a time, separated by
inert N2 gas purge to remove excess precursors and reaction byproducts. Characterization methods employed in this work for the resultant in situ
crystalline Fe-BDC thin films are listed on the right.
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the x-axis and energy transfer (ET) on the y-axis. The intensity is
normalized to the pre-edge feature maximum.

2.3. Computational Modeling. Crystal structure predictions for
the search of the most probable crystal structure of Fe-BDC were
carried out with both Fe(II) and Fe(III) using quantum chemical
methods and the USPEX65−67 (version 9.4.4) evolutionary algorithm.
In the evolutionary searches, interfaces with two quantum chemical
codes, CRYSTAL1768/2369 and DFTB (version 22.2),70 were used.
USPEX combined with CRYSTAL has previously been used to
investigate, for example, the ground state structures of different
known and unknown magnetic d-metal oxides,71,72 novel synthesized
fluorides,73 as well as novel dilithium 2-aminoterephthalate material
obtained through ALD/MLD.74 Evolutionary structure search was
complemented with the investigation of known d-metal MOF
structures: Sc(III)2-BDC3,

75 Cu(II)-BDC MOF-2,76 and Co(II)-
BDC MOF-71.77

In total thousands of structures were investigated using different
numbers of formula units (Z) and two quantum chemical codes
interfaced with the algorithm. In CRYSTAL calculations, PBE0 hybrid
density functional method (DFT-PBE0) was used. In DFTB
calculations, the GFN1-xTB Hamiltonian was used.78 Two molecular
building blocks were used in the USPEX evolutionary searches: Fe
atom [Fe(III) or Fe(II)] and BDC anion, C6H4(CO2)22−. The
USPEX input files and the molecular building blocks are given in the
Supporting Information. The oxidation state of Fe was set by
balancing the number of BDC molecular building blocks with respect
to that of Fe atoms, with a Fe:BDC ratio of 2:3 for Fe(III) and 1:1 for
Fe(II). Mixed Fe(II)−Fe(III) structures were studied with a Fe:BDC
ratio of 3:4. Both antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic spin
configurations of the Fe atoms were evaluated in CRYSTAL
calculations. Ferromagnetic structures were found to be energetically
more favorable. Evolutionary searches with the CRYSTAL code did
not produce sufficiently matching structures with respect to
experimental data, and the computationally less demanding semi-
empirical DFTB code was additionally used for investigations, with
reoptimization of structures always carried out with CRYSTAL (DFT-
PBE0 method and ferromagnetic spin ordering).
For Fe(III), the simplest stoichiometric composition is

Fe2(C6H4(CO2)2)3. With USPEX/CRYSTAL one run was carried
out for Fe(III) with Z = 1 (50 atoms) and one with Z = 2. Two
further runs each were carried out with USPEX/DFTB using
compositions Z = 1 and Z = 2. For Fe(II), with stoichiometric
composition Fe(C6H4(CO2)2), two USPEX runs each for composi-
tions Z = 2 (34 atoms) and Z = 4 were carried out. One run was
further conducted for the mixed Fe(II)−Fe(III) case, with 2 Fe(III)
and 1 Fe(II), Fe3(C6H4(CO2)2)4 (67 atoms). Evolutionary searches
with larger numbers of formula units (Z) often failed to produce any
low-energy structures and resulted in low-symmetry structures, in line
with our previous experiences. The lowest-energy structures from the
evolutionary searches were all reoptimized with CRYSTAL using
default optimization criteria in the final structural optimizations, the
DFT-PBE0 method, and the TZVP basis for H, C, and O79 and SVP
for Fe,80 derived from molecular Karlsruhe basis sets.81 USPEX input
parameters are included in the Supporting Information, along with
further computational details such as the used Monkhorst−Pack-type
k-meshes.
Harmonic frequency calculations at the Γ-point were carried out

with CRYSTAL to confirm the studied structures as true local minima
and to obtain the theoretical IR and Raman spectra.82−85 For the
simulation of the IR spectra, a Lorentzian line shape with a FWMH of
8 cm−1 was used. For the Raman spectra a pseudo-Voigt band profile
(50:50 Lorentzian/Gaussian) with a fwhm of 8 cm−1 was used.
Investigation of the normal modes was carried out visually with the
CRYSPLOT tools.86

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Deposition of Fe-BDC Thin Films. In our original

report on the ALD/MLD growth of in situ crystalline Fe-BDC
thin films,42 limited attention was paid to the effect of

deposition temperature on the growth rate (growth-per-cycle;
GPC), density, and film morphology. Thus, these character-
istics are discussed in more detail here. First, as seen in Figure
3, the GPC is around 1 nm/cycle for the entire range of

deposition temperatures investigated. This is significantly
(10×) higher than for other ALD/MLD grown 3d metal-
BDC thin films for which the GPC value is in the scale of 1 Å/
cycle.87 We believe that the main reason for the high growth
rate of the Fe-BDC films is the highly reactive and small FeCl3
precursor. For the other 3d metal-BDC thin films, larger metal
β-diketonate precursors with less reactive metal−oxygen
coordination have been used; the bulky diketonate ligands in
these precursors cause steric hindrance by blocking the nearby
surface reaction sites, thus lowering the growth rate. Another
interesting difference is that, for the present FeCl3 + H2BDC
process, the GPC remains essentially independent of the
deposition temperature, while the GPC of H2BDC-based
ALD/MLD processes typically decreases with increasing
deposition temperature due to increased precursor desorption
on the substrate surface.32,87 We believe that with the highly
reactive FeCl3 precursor the reaction occurs fast and efficiently
at all temperatures, such that the increased desorption rate at
higher temperatures becomes insignificant.
The density of our Fe-BDC films also remains relatively

stable (1.3−1.5 g/cm3) throughout the deposition temperature
range. The density values are similar to the ALD/MLD grown
crystalline (MOF-2) Cu-BDC33 thin films as well as with
amorphous Ni-BDC87 thin films (1.4 g/cm3). In contrast, the
film roughness clearly depends on the deposition temperature:
first the roughness decreases from 210 to 240 °C and then
increases from 250 to 300 °C. These trends are obvious also
from the visual observation of the XRR patterns (shown in
Figure S1), as the decay rate of the Kiessig oscillations, which
is proportional to the film roughness due to scattering effects,
first decreases and then increases with increasing deposition
temperature. The same trend and very similar roughness values
were extracted from AFM measurements (Figure S2). The
slightly higher roughness values seen at the lowest deposition
temperatures (210−220 °C) could result from the fact that
these temperatures are very close to the sublimation temper-
ature (185 °C) of the H2BDC precursor, which can lead to
partial precursor condensation on the substrate and thus
nonideal film growth through gas-phase reactions. This would
explain also the slightly higher GPC at 210 °C. Once the
deposition temperature is increased to 240 °C, the risk of
condensation is already low. Then, from 250 to 300 °C, the

Figure 3. GPC, film density, and root-mean-square roughness values
determined from XRR data for Fe-BDC thin films deposited at
different temperatures (film thicknesses ca. 50 nm).
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increasing roughness is attributed to an increasing grain size;
from SEM images (Figure S3) performed for thicker (∼300
nm) Fe-BDC films an increase of average grain size from ∼150
nm (250 °C) to ∼400 nm (300 °C) and a change in the grain
shape from rounded to platelet-like particles were revealed.
These results are supported by AFM measurements performed
for the thicker films (Figure S4).

3.2. Bonding Scheme. The chemical composition and
bonding scheme in the Fe-BDC films were studied via FTIR
and Raman spectroscopy (Figure 4). First of all, no major
deposition-temperature-dependent changes implying chemical
composition changes were found in these spectra. In the FTIR
spectra, the characteristic C−H out-of-plane bending (739

cm−1) and ring stretch (1425 cm−1, 1505 cm−1) vibration
modes of the aromatic backbone46,88,89 are clearly discerned.
Also, the characteristic Fe−O bonding feature due to iron
atoms bonded to the carboxylate group (COO−) is found as
expected at 523 cm−1.89 In the Raman spectra, the character-
istic C�C stretch at 1612 cm−1 and the C−H out-of-plane
bending at 868 cm−1 verify the existence of the aromatic
backbone; in addition, the C−C bond stretch between the
aromatic carbon and carbon of the carboxylate group is seen at
1148 cm−1.89,90

For the bonding scheme, the most informative FTIR spectral
range is the 1300−1700 cm1 region consisting of the
symmetric (νs) and asymmetric vibration (νas) modes of the
carboxylate (COO−) group: the splitting (Δ) between these
peaks provides information on the Fe−OCO−Fe bonding
mode.91,92 For the Fe-BDC films, the characteristic νs is clearly
observed at 1394 cm−1, while the less-intensive νas is located
around 1580 cm−1. The thus obtained Δ value of ∼186 cm−1 is
indicative of bridging type Fe−OCO−Fe bonding which is
sketched in Figure 4(c).91 It should be noted that, in our
original Fe-BDC report,42 the IR 1504 cm−1 feature was
erroneously assigned to νas, and accordingly a bidentate
bonding type was concluded. However, based on previous
similar observations for other ALD/MLD grown Fe and/or
H2BDC based inorganic−organic thin films and also for
reported bulk Fe-BDC samples32,46,87,89,93,94 and the fact that
the 1504 cm−1 is highly characteristic for most aromatic-based
materials, we are now convinced that the νas is located around
1580 cm−1. Moreover the bridging mode is preferred especially
for 3-dimensional periodic (crystalline) networks.32,95 Finally,
we note that the νs and νas Raman signals of COO− are
observed at 1432 and 1503 cm−1, respectively.89,96

It should be emphasized that the assignment of IR vibrations
is often ambiguous; especially here the νas severely overlaps
with the ring stretch vibration modes, making the precise
assignment uncertain. Moreover, the IR frequency of νas
depends on the oxidation state of the metal,97 and as
demonstrated below, the Fe(III)/Fe(II) ratio in our Fe-BDC
films decreases with increasing deposition temperature. This
most likely causes the overlapping peaks around 1580−1550
cm−1 to shift to some extent (∼30 cm−1) with the changing
deposition temperature.
In addition to the νs and νas COO− vibrations observed for

the bridging mode, a relatively small but still clearly visible IR
signal at 1690 cm−1 is observed. This is a strong sign of
carbonyl groups, present in the sample due to some unreacted
H2BDC precursor molecules or unidentate Fe−OOC bonding
type [Figure 4(c)]. The unreacted COOH groups would be
expected to show O−H stretching features above 3000 cm−1

which are not visible in the present spectra (IR; Figure S5). If
the 1690 cm−1 signal originates from the unidentate Fe−OOC
bonding, it is nevertheless a minor secondary bonding type in
our Fe-BDC films where the bridging-type bonding dominates.
Indeed, the carbonyl signal was only seen for the 350 nm thick
films (spectra shown in Figure 4), while it was nearly invisible
for the thinner films.

3.3. Iron Oxidation State. The local and electronic
structures (oxidation states) of iron atoms in our Fe-BDC films
were first studied via RIXS measurements. Figure 5(a) shows
the measured Fe 1s2p RIXS plane in the K-absorption pre-
edge region. The measured spectrum consists of two groups of
features, i.e., lower ET [706−712 eV; Ka1 (2p3/2)] and higher
ET [719−725 eV; Ka2 (2p1/2)] areas, both split by ∼13 eV due

Figure 4. Room-temperature (a) FTIR and (b) Raman spectra of Fe-
BDC thin films (thicknesses ∼350 nm) for indicated deposition
temperatures. (c) Bonding modes between iron and carboxylate
groups deduced from the FTIR and Raman spectra; the bridging
mode is found to be the main bonding mode, but residual unidentate
bonding is possible as well.
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to the 2p spin−orbit coupling. A close-up of the Ka1 region is
shown in Figure S6(a). The pre-edge features are well
separated from the main K absorption edge. In the lower ET
area, there are two clear maxima at (7113.4 eV IE, 708.9 eV
ET) and at (7114.7 eV IE, 710.6 eV ET), associated with the
t2g and eg orbitals (split by crystal field), respectively. These
features are in reality split even further because of multiplet
effects, but due to the lifetime and experimental broadenings,
the splitting is obscured and only the two broad features are
seen.
The strong signals are similar to that of Fe(acac)3 with an

octahedral Fe(III),98 but an additional weak feature at the
lower energy (7111.7 eV IE, 706.8 eV ET) is observed as well.
This is assumed to originate from Fe(II).98 Figure 5(b) shows
the calculated RIXS plane with only the octahedral Fe(III)
component, while Figure 5(c) shows the calculated RIXS plane
with 80% Fe(III) and 20% Fe(II), both octahedral. The close-
ups of the calculated Ka1 region are shown in Figure S6(b,c).
Evidently, the Fe(II) component is required to model the
measured spectrum completely (red arrows).

To validate this observation and properly compare the
experimental and calculated spectra, cuts along the constant
energy-transfer [CET; Figure 5(d)] and constant incident
energy [CIE; Figure 5(e)] (L2,3-edge like) were performed. As
the calculated energies are not absolute values, the spectra
were shifted to match the experimental ones. First, the CET
and CIE cuts were calculated only for Fe(III). Here the
important relative features and best fit parameters were 10Dq
= 1.35 eV, Fk = 0.6, Gk = 0.7, and SOC = 1 of Hartree−Fock
values. In addition, 0.4/0.9 eV Gaussian broadening was
added. The Fe(III) is in the high-spin state. As shown in Figure
5(d) and (e), with these Fe(III) parameters (blue line) the
main (high-energy) features of the experimental RIXS plane
match well.
However, the low energy feature (7111.7 eV IE, 706.8 eV

ET) is reproduced only when Fe(II) is added to the fitting
(red line). The addition of Fe(II) also completes a bit of
missing intensity to the main features. Due to the relatively
weak signal of the Fe(II) component, it is overlapped by the
main Fe(III) features. The exact parameters for Fe(II) could

Figure 5. (a) Experimental RIXS plane of Fe-BDC thin film deposited at 280 °C. Calculated RIXS plane for (b) Fe(III) in octahedral coordination
and (c) 80% Fe(III) and 20% Fe(II) both in octahedral coordination; the Fe(II) component is emphasized with a red arrow in the calculated plane.
(d) CET and (e) CIE cuts of the experimental Fe-BDC (black dashed line), calculated Fe(III) (blue solid line), and calculated combined 80%
Fe(III) + 20% Fe(II) (red solid line) RIXS planes. All Fe components are in octahedral coordination. The numbers indicate the energies (eV) at
which the cuts were made. (f, g) Mössbauer spectra of Fe-BDC thin films deposited at 250 and 300 °C. The blue line is due to Fe(II), while the
light brown and red lines are due to Fe(III) species. The black line originates from traces of iron in the beryllium window of the detector, and it is
independent of the sample being measured. (h) Schematic summary of the decreasing Fe(III)/Fe(II) ratio with increasing deposition temperature
based on the combined information from Mössbauer and RIXS analyses.
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not be determined, so a bit smaller 10Dq = 1.2 eV (typically
smaller for lower oxidation states) was used, although it has
little impact on the fit. The rest of the parameters are the same
as for Fe(III), and all the Fe components are in the high-spin
state. Similarly to the trivalent iron, the energy values of Fe(II)
are not absolute, so the Fe(II) features were shifted to best
match: 0.8 eV in IE and 1.4 eV in ET compared to the Fe(III).
The shift in ET was larger than that in IE, which has been
observed previously.99,100

The RIXS analyses performed for three Fe-BDC films, each
deposited at different temperature, interestingly reveal the
Fe(II) content to linearly increase with an increasing
deposition temperature: the Fe(II) content was 5% for 250
°C, 18% for 280 °C, and 27% for 300 °C. Calculating the
absolute values for the Fe(II) content however involves a
considerable margin of error due to the significant Fe(III) and
Fe(II) signal overlap. Thus, we utilized 57Fe Mössbauer
spectroscopy�a uniquely accurate tool for investigating local
hyperfine interactions around iron atoms�to obtain definite
values for the Fe(III) and Fe(II) contents in the Fe-BDC films.
Presence of the two different iron oxidation states was

evident from the 57Fe Mössbauer spectra as well [Figure 5
(f,g)]; for both deposition temperatures investigated, i.e., 250
and 300 °C, the component assigned to Fe(II) is clearly
distinguished by its large isomer shift (blue line). In addition,
two components (red and brown) typical of Fe(III) are visible
in the spectra. The black quadruple doublet originates from
traces of iron in the beryllium window of the detector. The
isomer shift values (Table S1) are similar to the known mixed-
valent bulk Fe-BDC materials.101,102 The Fe(II) content
(∼32% for 250 °C and ∼46% for 300 °C) was found higher
than estimated from RIXS analysis. This is not surprising since
the weaker Fe(II) RIXS signal was partly masked by the strong
Fe(III) signal, which resulted in lower values than the actual
Fe(II) content. A schematic summary shown in Figure 5(h)
combines (i) the linear trend between the Fe(III)/Fe(II) ratio
and the deposition temperature derived from the RIXS
analyses and (ii) the expected definite Fe(III)/Fe(II) ratio at
each temperature derived from the Mössbauer analysis.
The source for the divalent iron is unknown, but some

partial reduction must take place during the deposition since
initially only trivalent iron is present from the FeCl3 precursor.
For reported mixed-valent bulk Fe-BDC samples, the mixed
valency has been achieved through the use of mixed precursors
of FeCl3·6H2O and FeCl2·4H2O or through the hydrolysis of
the typically used DMF solution.43,101,102 For the ALD/MLD
grown Fe-BDC thin films, the reduction of gaseous FeCl3 to
FeCl2 is excluded as it is stable under the deposition
conditions; it has been used frequently for the deposition of
Fe(III)2O3 thin films under similar conditions (temperature),
and even at 500 °C.103−107 One possibility could be a reductive
elimination which is a known reaction path both in ALD108,109

and in organometallic systems in general, especially for the
first-row transition metals. It also advocates a reaction
mechanism pathway which does not effectively change the
composition (creating new chemical species) of the films. For
instance, the reduction could occur through Cl2 elimination of
chemisorbed FeClxBDCy moieties. Often the elimination of
chlorine gas from metal−organic moieties is photodriven but
thermal elimination is possible as well and driven by high
temperatures and steric factors (bulky H2BDC).

110,111 Another
possibility for the reduction could in principle be a reductive
elimination of the hypochlorite derivative of the terephthalate

moiety, again driven by high deposition temperature and steric
hindrance of the large organic linkers. These are however only
speculative suggestions, and more in-depth analysis is required
to clarify the true nature of the reduction mechanism.

3.4. Local Symmetry around Fe. In addition to the
obtained oxidation states, relevant information about local
bonding symmetry could be extracted from the Mössbauer
spectra. The brown Fe(III) component is a singlet, indicative
of a highly symmetric surrounding, while the red Fe(III)
component has a small quadruple splitting, pointing toward a
small distortion of the surroundings. Note that the ratio of the
two Fe(III) components remains essentially unchanged with
the increased deposition temperature, indicating that both
trivalent Fe species get equally reduced. On the other hand, a
relatively large quadruple splitting (i.e., distortion) can be
observed for the Fe(II) component. However, it should be
again noted that divalent iron generally has a larger splitting
compared to trivalent iron due to its sixth 3d electron which
breaks the spherical symmetry of the electron cloud, causing
additional splitting even in rather symmetric surroundings.
Hence the degree of distortion is somewhat difficult to
determine for divalent Fe. Notably, the large and the small
splitting of the Fe(II) and the red Fe(III) components,
respectively, are in good agreement with the reported bulk Fe-
BDC,101,102 but the singlet Fe(III) has not been observed
previously and hence indicates a somewhat different (local)
structure for our Fe-BDC thin films.
The RIXS analysis suggests that a weak distortion of the iron

octahedra may be possible, but due to the broadening of the
RIXS features, it could not be unambiguously determined. The
distortion would split the t2g and eg orbitals and thus split the
RIXS features. The splitting was studied through calculations
using D4h (tetragonal distortion) which adds two parameters to
the crystal field (Ds and Dt). At small values (−0.02 eV < (Ds,
Dt) < 0.02 eV), i.e., when the distortion and thus the splitting
is small, no real difference was seen due to the broadening of
the experimental spectra. However, at higher (Ds, Dt) values,
the calculated spectra looked clearly different from the
experimental one. Hence within the parameter range used,
the iron coordination seems octahedral, but a slight distortion
cannot be ruled out.

3.5. Crystal Structure. First, the crystallinity of the ALD/
MLD grown Fe-BDC thin films was screened over the entire
deposition temperature range using in-house GIXRD. As
visible in Figure 6(a), intensive diffractions at 0.72 Å−1 (d =
8.76 Å) and 0.74 Å−1 (d = 8.55 Å), highlighted with pink
dashed lines and characteristic of long-range order, appear in
the 240−250 °C deposition temperature range and disappear
for the films deposited at 280 °C or higher. Therefore, we
selected those two deposition temperatures (250 and 280 °C)
for a more detailed characterization via synchrotron GIXRD.
The use of a large-area detector allows one to collect wide-
range reciprocal space maps (RSMs) in contrast to the 1D out-
of-plane scans of the in-house GIXRD. The RSMs of Fe-BDC
thin films deposited at 250 and 280 °C [Figure 6(b)] show the
presence of incomplete Debye−Scherrer diffraction rings, thus
denoting preferred crystalline orientation in the films. This
explains the disappearance of the long-range order peaks in the
in-house diffraction patterns for the 280 °C sample, as those
are only present in the in-plane region (yellow guidelines).
Despite differences in the degrees of orientation, the complete
integration of the RSMs produces similar 1D patterns for both
deposition temperatures.
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The measured GIXRD patterns do not match with any
known crystal structure reported so far, though they somewhat
resembles those of the MIL-53(Fe) and MOF-2 reported for
other metal-BDC materials (Cu-BDC and Zn-BDC).32,33,112

However, these materials cannot provide a proper match for
the present Fe-BDC thin films as the MIL-53(Fe) contains
guest moieties and the MOF-2 structures are based on purely
divalent metal species. The reported Fe-BDC bulk samples
with mixed valency (and again guest moieties) have different
structures to our ALD/MLD grown films as well.101,102

Since no matching crystalline structures could be found in
the literature, we carried out computational predictions for this
unprecedented structure starting from a trivalent Fe(III)-BDC
phase. An excellent candidate with the best match with the
experimental data was obtained through optimizing the

previously reported Sc(III)-BDC MOF structure75 with Sc
replaced by Fe. The predicted structure [monoclinic, space
group C2/c (no. 15)] has 6-fold nearly symmetric octahedral
Fe coordination which is in good agreement with the RIXS
observations. Harmonic frequency calculations further con-
firmed the structure as a true local minimum. We also used this
structure to calculate IR and Raman spectra (Figure S7), which
correspond with the respective experimental spectra showing
the expected features for the bond vibrations (bridging mode)
discussed earlier. Additionally, the XRR-evaluated density of
the thin films (∼1.40 g/cm3) is in good agreement with the
predicted C2/c structure (DFT-PBE0) with the density
calculated at 1.36 g/cm3. Most notably, the predicted XRD
pattern matches well with the experimental synchrotron
GIXRD patterns (Figure 7).

However, there are two main discrepancies. First, for the
thin film deposited at 280 °C, the peak appearing at 0.66 Å−1 is
not described by the predicted C2/c structure. We can only
ascribe this to the appearance of a minor unidentified crystal
phase at elevated deposition temperatures. Second, the
diffraction peaks at 1.55 Å−1 (d = 4.05 Å) and 1.63 Å−1 (d =
3.86 Å), highlighted in the inset of Figure 7, have somewhat
higher than expected intensities especially for the in-house
GIXRD patterns (Figure S8), where these peaks have relatively
high intensities already for the films deposited at 210−220 °C
and then remain up to 300 °C. These diffractions could be
attributed to the Fe(III)-BDC C2/c to 202̅ and 2̅21 reflections
and their large intensities in in-house GIXRD to a strong out-
of-plane orientation. Alternatively, they could also be caused by
the presence of a minor unidentified crystal phase or a
byproduct. Note that the small peak shift (inset) is ascribed to
small deviations in the sample height and refraction effects at
the air−film interface.113
To search for a possible minor Fe(III)-BDC phase, we used

the USPEX/DFTB crystal structure prediction method. A
trigonal Fe(III)-BDC crystal structure [space group R-3 (no.
148)] with similar structural motifs and 7 kJ/mol/Z lower in
energy compared to the Sc-BDC based monoclinic C2/c
structure was obtained. This structure was also confirmed as a

Figure 6. (a) In-house GIXRD and (b) synchrotron GIXRD patterns
of Fe-BDC thin films at indicated deposition temperatures. RSMs of
the synchrotron GIXRD measurements are inserted together with the
corresponding diffractograms produced from the entire maps. The
signals related to the orientation change in the diffractograms and the
area where the long-range order peaks appear in the RMSs are
highlighted with pink dashed and light-yellow lines, respectively. The
d-values (Å) are shown for the main peaks in the in-house GIXRD
pattern.

Figure 7. Synchrotron GIXRD patterns of Fe-BDC thin films
deposited at indicated temperatures compared with the simulated
pattern of the predicted Fe(III)-BDC C2/c structure. The unmatched
(0.66 Å−1) and the unexpectedly intense (1.55 and 1.63 Å−1)
diffractions are indicated with an arrow and in the inset, respectively.
The intensities of the diffraction patterns
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true local minimum with harmonic frequency calculations
when reoptimized with CRYSTAL. When considered per
atom, the energy difference between these two crystal
structures is only 0.15 kJ/mol/atom, making both energetically
feasible. Furthermore, investigation of Gibbs free energy within
the harmonic approximation shows that the Sc-BDC based
C2/c structure becomes thermodynamically favorable com-
pared to the USPEX-predicted R-3 one above 350 K, with the
difference at 300 K being already negligible (0.02 kJ/mol/
atom). However, the simulated diffractogram of the USPEX-
predicted R-3 structure does not match with either the 0.66,
1.55, or 1.63 Å−1 peaks (Figure S9) and thus cannot represent
any existing minority phase.
The existence of a secondary Fe(II)-BDC crystal phase

could also explain these unmatched diffractions. Hence, we
resorted to computational modeling to generate possible
Fe(II)-BDC crystal structures both via the USPEX/DFTB
crystal structure prediction runs and reoptimizing known
divalent MOF-2 (Cu)76 and MOF-71 (Co)77 structures. The
lowest-energy Fe(II)-BDC structure from the USPEX runs has
a monoclinic symmetry [space group P21/c (no. 14)] with a 4-
fold Fe coordination. Another high-symmetry structure with
tetragonal symmetry [space group I41 (no. 80)] was found to
also have reasonable energetics and 4-fold coordination which
contradicts with the experimental (RIXS) results. For the
reoptimized MOFs, the Fe(II) MOF-2 based structure has the
space group P-1 (no. 2) and 55 kJ/mol/Z lower energy
compared to the lowest-energy USPEX structure. The Fe(II)
MOF-71 based structure adopts the space group C2 (no. 5)
which is energetically closer to the USPEX-predicted structures
but still 9 kJ/mol/Z more favorable compared to them. Runs

with the USPEX algorithm incorporating both Fe(III) and
Fe(II) were performed as well but they did not yield
reasonable high-symmetry structures, with all of the lowest-
energy structures having the space group P1 (no. 1). In these
structures, Fe had 4-fold, 5-fold, and 6-fold coordination. The
experimentally known MOF-2 (for Cu)76 and MOF-71 (for
Co)77 structures were found to be energetically more favorable
compared to any of the Fe(II)-based structures produced by
USPEX. This indicates that for compositions with Fe(II) the
algorithm was not as efficient in predicting low energy
structures as for Fe(III). Furthermore, same as for the
USPEX-derived Fe(III)-BDC structure, neither of the MOF-
derived nor the USPEX-derived Fe(II)-BDC structures could
fully explain the additional 0.66, 1.55, or 1.63 Å−1 peaks
(Figure S9). Therefore, we attribute the significant Fe(II)
content in the films described above to a largely amorphous
Fe(II)-BDC phase. We reason that, for such a significant
Fe(II) presence (from ∼32% at 250 °C to ∼46% at 300 °C), a
crystalline material would generate a more intense diffraction
from a larger number of unmatched reflections.
To investigate the crystalline orientation of the films, we

plotted the simulated Bragg peaks of the best predicted
Fe(III)-BDC C2/c structure overlaid with the RSMs and
analyzed for possible orientations. As visible in Figure 8(a), for
a Fe-BDC film deposited at 280 °C, the (100) orientation
yields the best matching, but contributions from other ones
cannot be discarded (Figure S10). For the 250 °C sample, the
(011) and (012) orientations could explain the appearance of
higher intensity 002 and 021 reflections at higher qz values.
These disappear for the 280 °C thin film, which denotes an
evolution to a more dominant film texture. Also, another

Figure 8. (a) RSM of a Fe-BDC thin film deposited at 280 °C obtained from synchrotron GIXRD. The simulated Bragg peaks for a (100)
crystalline orientation are overlaid on the negative qxy side of the map. Red points at the center of circles give the expected positions of the Bragg
peaks, and the areas inside the circles give the square of the structure factors, which are proportional to the expected intensities. (b) Schematic
illustration of the C2/c structure drawn with VESTA114 in the preferred orientation (the triangular channels laying perpendicular) with respect to
the substrate (top and side view). The BDC backbone is drawn in stick style, the red balls are oxygen, and the Fe atoms locate inside the brown
octahedra.
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explanation for the unexpected high intensity of the 1.58 and
1.66 Å−1 peaks could come from a mixture of (101̅) and (2̅21)
orientations (Figure S10). The (100), (101̅), and (2̅21)
orientations all correspond to the triangular channels of the
crystal structure laying approximately perpendicular to the
substrate [Figure 8(b)].

3.6. Concluding Remarks on Structure and Compo-
sition. Both the RIXS and Mössbauer analyses indicated that
our ALD/MLD-grown Fe-BDC thin films contain both Fe(III)
and Fe(II) species. For the former, the computationally
predicted monoclinic Fe(III)-BDC C2/c structure could be
established, while, for the latter, no reasonable Fe(II)-BDC
crystal structure model could be predicted or experimentally
discerned. Thus, some uncertainty on both the structure and
composition of the Fe(II)-containing phase remain.
While the Fe(II)-based structure could not be unambigu-

ously addressed, exploring the fine details of the Mössbauer
spectra provided some useful information on the local
structure of the Fe(II) species. In general, narrow and broad
Mössbauer line widths are expected for crystalline and
amorphous materials, respectively. Somewhat contradictory
to our conjecture of the amorphous Fe(II)-BDC phase, the
Fe(II) component in the present Fe-BDC Mössbauer spectra
has a very narrow line width. To confirm this, we refitted the
spectra shown in Figure 5 with nonfixed line widths for the
different Fe components and found the Fe(II) to have even
narrower line width (0.221−0.237 mm/s) than the Fe(III)
components (0.329−0.368 mm/s). This could suggest a
crystalline phase also for Fe(II) but does not exclude the
possibility of an amorphous Fe(II) phase either; the Fe(II)
species in an amorphous surrounding can have even greater
local order compared to crystalline phase due to relaxation of
bonds. Regarding the Fe(III) phase, the predicted C2/c
structure has only one type of Fe(III) octahedra in the
structure and it is slightly distorted (Table S2). The degree of
the distortion matches with the slightly split Fe(III)
component in the Mössbauer spectra. This was evaluated
using point-charge calculation of the electric-field gradient
acting on the 57Fe nucleus (as the high-spin trivalent state was
regarded as highly probable, no d-electron contributions were
considered). However, there is also a peculiarity related to the
Fe(III)-BDC phase, as the source of the singlet Fe(III)
component seen in the Mössbauer spectra remains incon-
clusive. Possibly, the real Fe(III)-BDC structure is partly
composed of more symmetric octahedra than the predicted
C2/c structure suggests.
The other relevant question to be addressed is the chemical

composition of the Fe(II)-containing phase, in other words,
whether the Fe(II) species are bonded to BDC ligands or some
other counterions. While we do not have definitive evidence of
the existence of the Fe(II)-BDC phase (as, e.g., FTIR does not
unambiguously distinguish Fe(II)-BDC from Fe(III)-BDC),
we would like to emphasize that there are no indications of any
other Fe(II)-containing material either. Since the deposition
process involves the use of only two stable chemical precursors,
no other Fe-based materials should form in such high
quantities. For example, formation of inorganic decomposition
products such as Fe(II) oxides, carbides, or carbonates would
require an unlikely dissociation/reduction of the stable COO−

group (the only oxygen source present) and/or decomposition
of the stable BDC backbone. Moreover, these decomposition
products would result in different experimental results (GPC,
film density, IR/Raman spectra, Mössbauer spectra) from the

observed ones. To conclude, no other significant material
phases than Fe(III)-BDC and Fe(II)-BDC can be expected to
be present in the films.

3.7. Film Stability. From a practical point of view, film
stability is one of the main concerns for metal−organic thin
films. Hence, we investigated the thermal stability of the films
by performing in situ FTIR measurements at gradually elevated
temperatures (40−600 °C). The measurements were done
both in inert (N2) atmosphere and in air. Remarkably, the Fe-
BDC thin films were stable up to 400 °C in N2 atmosphere and
300 °C in air, as there were no signs of chemical degradation
according to in situ FTIR measurements (Figure 9). Once

annealed in N2 at 500 °C or in air at 400 °C, the features
related to Fe−OCO−Fe bonding and aromatic ring stretch
vibrations vanished, indicating a total decomposition of the
films and evaporation of the organic decomposition products.
Figure S11 shows more precisely that no significant changes
were observed while keeping the samples at 400 °C (N2) and
300 °C (air) for 20 min, but obvious decomposition was
observed at 500 °C (N2) and 400 °C (air) during the 20 min
waiting time. The stability of the Fe-BDC films is similar or
even better than the bulk counterparts for which the
decomposition temperature is in the range of 300−500 °C
in inert conditions.115−117

We validated the results by also studying the effect of
elevated temperatures in air on film thickness [Figure S12(a)]

Figure 9. In-situ FTIR spectra for Fe-BDC thin films measured at
elevated temperatures (a) under N2 flow and (b) in a sealed
compartment in air. The temperature was kept at each given
temperature for 20 min before measuring the corresponding
spectrum.
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by heating the sample in a regular open furnace and
performing the measurements in between different temper-
atures. No significant changes were observed in film thickness
until the decomposition temperature estimated from the in situ
experiments, at which the thickness decreased to nearly zero.
The room-temperature FTIR spectra for the samples heated in
the open furnace were also recorded and are shown in Figure
S12(b). After heating at 350 °C, all the IR signals related to the
Fe-BDC material had vanished and only peaks related to
remaining Fe−O/Fe−OH118 species could be seen. These
results confirm the excellent thermal stability of the Fe-BDC
films both in inert and oxidative conditions well above the
deposition temperatures. Note that this also confirms our
earlier conclusion that the reduction of Fe(III) is not caused by
film decomposition.

4. CONCLUSIONS
We have implemented an extensive combination of exper-
imental and computational methods to study the composition
and structure of highly stable Fe-BDC thin films grown via the
robust, industry-feasible gas-phase ALD/MLD technique at
210−300 °C. FTIR and Raman measurements showed the
anticipated chemical composition (−Fe−OCO−C6H4−
OCO−Fe−) and a bridging type bonding scheme. The RIXS
and 57Fe Mössbauer analyses revealed the existence of both
octahedral Fe(III) and Fe(II) in the films, and the portion of
Fe(II) was found to increase with increasing deposition
temperature. The mechanism for this partial reduction
remained unclear, but the decomposition of the Fe(III)Cl3
precursor was ruled out and a reductive elimination reaction
was tentatively suggested. Most excitingly, we found a highly
feasible, novel monoclinic crystal structure candidate for the
Fe(III)-BDC phase (space group C2/c) by means of
combining synchrotron GIXRD analysis and crystal structure
prediction through optimizing a previously reported Sc(III)-
BDC crystal structure. For the Fe(II)-BDC phase, crystal
structure predictions did not yield any conclusive results and
we believe that divalent iron in the films exists in an
amorphous form.
This work provides a valuable example of how novel

chemical and structural features can be resolved even for
previously unknown thin film materials with no equivalent bulk
material available for comparison or a possibility to utilize
traditional characterization techniques such as Rietveld refine-
ment. Moreover, to respond to the great need of advanced
deposition methods, these results emphasize the role of ALD/
MLD as a pivotal solvent-free technique for the growth of even
otherwise inaccessible hybrid materials via industry feasible
thin-film deposition routes.
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